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and of the sliding window algorithms
for fast exponentiation (**)
Let E be an (additive) monoid and suppose we want to compute nP where
nN and PE. The obvious way, summing n copies of P , is not very efficient: it
requires n21 additions. For example, 12P42(2(2P1P)) uses only one addition
and three doublings, rather than eleven additions.
The problem of computing a scalar multiple (or the power, in a multiplicative
setting) using few additions/doublings is the same as finding an addition chain of
small length. We recall that an addition chain for nN is a sequence a141 Ea2
EREal 4n such that ai4aj1ak with j , kE i for every i42, R , l (see [9] for
a very thorough introduction). Finding the shortest addition chain for a given in-
teger n is commonly considered to be a very hard problem (although it has not
been proved it is NP-hard, as often – but erroneously – reported in the literature
referring to [5]: see the remarks in [1] about this misconception); so in many ap-
plications it is important to find in a reasonable time a chain which is reasonably
short.
A few words on what «reasonably short» means: let l(n) 4D log2 (n)F;
using Algorithm 4, we can find an addition chain for n of length l(n)
1 (11o(1)) l(n) /l(l(n)). On the other hand, Erdo9 s proved in [6] that, asymptoti-
cally, for almost every n , the shortest addition chain for n has length l(n)
1l(n) /l(l(n)).
(*) Dipartimento di Matematica, Università di Milano, Via Saldini 50, 20133 Milano,
Italy; e-mail: Ottavio.RizzoHmat.unimi.it
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In practical applications, there is one further constraint: one cannot store too
many intermediate steps! In the simplest case, we allow only the two following
operations: ai42ai21 or ai4ai2111. Such an algorithm, as the one we are pre-
senting in the first section, needs to store just one value. We can improve the
algorithm (i.e., shorten the length of the chain) by precalculating some values: if
P%N is a finite subset, we say that a given addition chain is based on P if it invol-
ves only operations of the form ai42ai21 or ai4ai211aj with ajP. Clearly,
one has to store 11JP values in order to execute the algorithm.
As a final remark, we will not try to give attributions for the algorithms (a va-
riant of Algorithm 1 was already known to Egyptian mathematicians in 1800
b.C.!): the interested reader may consult [1], which provides an excellent biblio-
graphy. Furthermore, the main terms of our theorems are of course known (see,
for example [4] for Theorem 7; the main term of Theorem 15 appears in [10], al-
though the error there is O(1)): our goal for this paper is to give a description as
good as possible of the small terms. Finally, we have been informed after our pre-
sentation that H. Cohen gives similar results in [3] about a right-to-left sliding
window algorithm.
1 - The left binary algorithm
Given nN , let n4 !
i40
l
ni2i be its binary expansion, where ni]0, 1(, nl41.
A l g o r i t h m 1. The left binary algorithm.
1) let n4 (nl nl21 R n0 )2 , Q4P
2) for i4 (l21) R 0:
3) let Q42Q
4) if ni41: let Q4Q1P
5) return Q
We want to analyse the complexity of the algorithm, under the assumption
that every operation different from the doubling and the addition of points in E is
negligible in terms of time and memory. In particular, we are interested in the
average number of doublings and additions when n runs over all integers of exac-
tly e bits, that is l(n) 4e21. Let cD (n), resp. cA (n), be the number of doublings,
resp. additions, that the algorithm requires for a given nN , not including pre-
computations. If P is the set of values that need to be precomputed, let CD (P)
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4J]doublings required by P( and define
CD0 (e) 4
1
2e21
!
l(n) 4e21
cD (n), CD (e) 4CD0 (e)1CD (P),
as the expected number of doublings (not including, resp. including precomputa-
tions) required for a random integer of e bit.
Analogously for CA0 (e), CA (P) and CA (e). It is clear that, in the case of Algori-
thm 1, cD (n) 4l(n) and cA (n) 4w(n)21, where w(n) 4J]nic0( is the Ham-
ming weight of n. Since P4]1(, i.e. there are no precomputations, CD (P)
4CA (P) 40. It is then a simple exercise on induction (but cf. the proof of Theo-
rem 7) to prove that:
T h e o r e m 2. For Algorithm 1: CD (e) 4e21 and CA4 (e21) /2 for any
eN.
The binary algorithm can been improved in many ways, but the number of
doublings is (essentially) unavoidable. The variants we will present will reduce the
number of additions, at the cost of precomputing (and storing!) some more values:
in other words, given Erdo9 s’s estimate, the goal is to have C(P)1CA (e) Ae/l(e)
for ec1.
2 - The 2k-ary algorithm
Let k be a positive integer, which we will usually suppose D1. The idea is to
write n in the base 2k : n4 !
i40
l
ni 2ki where ni ]0, R , 2k21(, nl c0 and
l 4Dl(n) /kF.
A l g o r i t h m 3. The 2k-ary algorithm, simple form.
1) for i42, R , 2k21: store iP
2) let n4 !
i40
l
ni 2ki , Q4nl P
3) for i4 (l 21) R 0:
4) let Q42k Q
5) if nic0: let Q4Q1ni P
6) return Q
Notice that CD (P) 41, CA (P) 42k23 and 2k22 multiples of P need to be sto-
red—besides P , of course. We can cut these requirements in half if we note that
we do not really need to store the even multiples:
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A l g o r i t h m 4. The 2k-ary algorithm, better form.
1) for i43, 5 , R , 2k21: store iP
2) let n4 !
i40
l
ni 2ki , let ni4n i 2e i // where n i is odd and e i40 if ni40
3) let Q4n l P; let Q42e l Q
4) for i4 (l 21) R 0:
5) let Q42k2e i Q
6) if nic0:
7) let Q4Q1n i P
8) let Q42e i Q
9) return Q
Let e(n) 4e l (n); i.e., e(n) 4v2 (D(n/2k l F), where v2 is the 2-adic valuation. It
is clear that cA (n) is the same for both algorithms. On the other hand, Algorithm
4 will require exactly e(n) more doublings than Algorithm 3. Although in practice
only Algorithm 4 would be used, we will study the complexity of its simpler ver-
sion and use the following proposition to deduce its complexity.
P r o p o s i t i o n 5. Write i mod k for i2Di/kFk. Then, for every integer eF1:
1
2e21
!
l(n) 4e21
e(n) 41222((e21) mod k) .
P r o o f . If nl 4Dn/2l k F and n 84n2nl 2l k then
n 84n2
D
N n
2l k F
N2l k4 u n
2l k
2
D
N n
2l k F
Nv 2l k [0 , 2l k) ,
and
l(nl ) 4D log2((n2n 8 )22 l k)F4D log2 (n2n 8 )F2 l k4e212 l k .
Write eA for e212 l k. Then, thanks to Lemma 6,
!
l(n) 4e21
e(n) 4 !
l(nl ) 4 eA
!
n 840
2l k21
e(nl 2l k1n 8 ) 4 !
l(nl ) 4 eA
!
n 840
2l k21
e(nl 2l k )
42l k !
l(nl ) 4 eA
v2 (nl ) 42l k (2e
A
21) 42e2122l k .
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T h e p r o p o s i t i o n f o l l o w s i m m e d i a t e l y , o n c e w e n o t i c e t h a t eA 4 (e21
m o d k) . r
L e m m a 6. For every integer eF0 we have !
l(n) 4e
v2 (n) 42e21.
P r o o f . Denote u(e) such a sum. Clearly, u(0) 4v2 (1) 40. Suppose now that
eD0; if n is odd, then v2 (n) 40, thus
u(e) 4 !
l(n) 4e
v2 (n) 4 !
l(n 8 ) 4e21
v2 (2n 8 ) 4 !
l(n 8 ) 4e21
11v2 (n 8 ) 42e211u(e21) .
It is straightforward to verify that only u(e) 42e21 satisfies these inductive
properties. r
Notice that in Algorithm 3 additions occur only in line 5, and only when nic0
with 0 G iE l . Thus, if wk (n) 4J]nic0, where n4! ni 2ki(, the number of ad-
ditions is cA (n) 4wk (n)21, for every nD0. In the same algorithm, k doublings
are executed each time line 4 is run, which happens l times; thus cD (n) 4 l k. The-
refore, considering Proposition 5, averaging, and applying Lemma 8, we get:
T h e o r e m 7. If eDk , we have for Algorithm 4:
CA0 (e) 4 D
N e21
k F
N (1222k), CD0 (e) 4 D
N e21
k F
N k11222((e21) mod k) ;
CA (P) 42k2121 CD (P) 41.
L e m m a 8. If 1 GeGk , then 212e !
l(n) 4e21
wk (n) 41; while if eDk ,
1
2e21
!
l(n) 4e21
wk (n) 411D
N e21
k F
N (1222k) .
P r o o f . Write v(e) for such a sum. Since wk (n) 41 for every nN with l(n)
Ek , we get v(e) 41 for every e such that 1 GeGk.
If nD2k , write n4nl 2l k1n 8 as in the proof of Proposition 5; then wk (n) 41
1wk (n 8 ). Thus, if eDk and eA 4e212 l k ,
2e21 v(e) 4 !
l(nl ) 4 eA
!
n 840
2l k21
11wk (n 8 ) 42e2112e
A !
n 840
2kl21
wk (n 8 ).
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It is an easy exercise to check that !
n40
2l k21
wk (n) 4 l (2k21) 2k(l 21). Hence, v(e) 41
1212e 2e
A Q2l k Q l (2k21) 411D(e21) /kF(1222k). r
R e m a r k 9. For highest efficiency, the parameter k should be chosen (see
page 11 of [4]) to be the smallest integer such that
eG
k(k11) 22k
2k112k22
11 .
R e m a r k 10. Moreover, if a larger e is desirable, e should be chosen divisi-
ble by k. Indeed, if e4 l k11, e 84k(l 11), e 94e 811, then Theorem 7
yields:
CA (e 8 )
CA (e 9 )
4CA (e),
4CA (e)11222k ,
CD (e 8 )
CD (e 9 )
4CD (e)112212k ;
4CD (e)1k .
3 - Sliding windows (left-to-right)
We can further improve the 2k-ary algorithm if we notice that an addition is
performed each time a window of length k contains a non-zero bit; thus, if we
allow ourselves more freedom in positioning these windows (we let them «slide»),
we might end up with fewer additions, especially if k is small. For example, if
k43 and n4791 41.100.010.1112 , Algorithm 4 requires three additions, but if we
subdivide n411.000.101.112 , just two additions are required.
Before we introduce the algorithm, we explicitly state how we want to subdivide
the binary digits of n (and we suppose that the time to do this is negligible):
L e m m a 11. Fix k. Every integer nN can be written in a unique way as
!
i40
d
n i 2e i , where n iP4]1, 3 , 5 , R , 2k21(, e21 Fe 0De 1DRDe dF0 and,
for 0 G iEd , e i1l(n i )2e i11Fk.
A l g o r i t h m 12.
1) for i43, 5 , R , 2k21: store iP
2) let n4 !
i40
d
n i 2e i , e d1140 // where the n i and e i are as in Lemma 11
3) let Q4n 0 P; let Q42e 02e 1 Q
4) for i41 R d:
5) let Q4Q1n i P
6) let Q42e i2e i11 Q
7) return Q
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The algorithm is valid since it is clear that its output is !
i40
d
n i 2e i P. We have
cA (n) 4d , while cD (n) 4 (e 02e 1 )1 (e 12e 2 )1R1 (e d20) 4e 0 .
L e m m a 13. Let d(n), resp. e 0 (n), be the value of d , resp. e 0 , as in Lemma
11; let d e4 !
n41
2e21
d(n) and h e4 !
l(n) 4e21
e 0 (n). Then d e40 for eGk , while if
eDk ,
d e4d e2112k21 d e2k12e2122k21 , h e42e21 (e2k11)22e2k .
P r o o f . Using the notation of Lemma 11, let n04n 0 2e 01k2e . Then
n4n0 2e2k1n 8 where 2k21Gn0E2k and 0 Gn 8E2e2k—this corresponds to
taking the first window of length exactly k. If n 840, then d(n) 40; otherwise,
since n 84 !
i41
d
n i 2e iD0, it is clear that d(n) 411d(n 8 ). Therefore:
d e2d e214 !
l(n0 ) 4k21
d(n0 2e2k1n 8 )
4 !
l(n0 ) 4k21
!
n 840
2e2k21
11d(n 8 ) 42k21 (2e2k211d e2k),
which gives the first part. Now, since n 0 is odd, v2 (n0 ) 4e 01k2e. Thus, if
eDk ,
h e4 !
l(n0 ) 4k21
!
n 840
2e2k21
e 0 (n0 2e2k1n 8 ) 4 !
l(n0 ) 4k21
!
n 840
2e2k21
v2 (n0 )1e2k
42e2k 2k21 (e2k)12e2k !
l(n0 ) 4k21
v2 (n0 ),
which, by Lemma 6, gives h e42e21 (e2k11)22e2k . r
P r o p o s i t i o n 14. Let F(z) 4 !
e40
Q
d e z e be the generating function of d e .
Then
F(z) 4
2k21 z k11
(122z)2 (12z) p(z)
where p(z) Z[z] has degree k21, all roots have norm D1/2 , there is one real
root if k is even (in this case the root is E21/2) and none if k is odd.
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P r o o f . By the previous lemma,
F(z) 4 !
e40
Q
d e21 z e12k21 !
e40
Q
d e2k z e1 !
e4k
Q
2e21 z e22k21 !
e4k
Q
z e
4 (z12k21 z k) F(z)1 2
k21 z k11
(122z)(12z)
.
Thus,
F(z) 4
2k21 z k11
(122z)(12z)(12z22k21 z k )
.
We have 12z22k21 z k4 (122z)(11z12z 21R12k22 z k21); let q(z) be the
LHS and p(z) 4q(z) /(122z). We leave it to the reader to verify that 1 /2 is the
only rational root of q(z). Since q 8 (z) 4212k(2z)k21 , the stationary points of
q(z) are z j j , where z4exp (2pi/(k21)), j4 d k21k2k and j40, R , k22.
Now, q(z j j) 411z j j(k 2121) c0, since otherwise z j j would be a rational root.
This shows that all roots of q(z) are simple.
Moreover, there is one real stationary point if k is even, none if k is odd; hen-
ce, remarking that q(21/2) 41, we deduce that in the former case q(z) has exac-
tly one other real root (which is then E21/2) and that it has none in the latter
case.
Finally, suppose zC , NzNG1/2 and zc1/2. Then Nz21ND1/2 and
N2k21 z k N42k21 NzNkG1/2 ENz21N ; hence Nq(z)ND0. r
T h e o r e m 15. With respect to Algorithm 12:
1. CA (P) 42k2121, CD (P) 41. If eDk ,
C 0A (e) 4 g e
k11
2k
k13
2(k11)2
h1o(1), C 0D (e) 4e2k112212k .
2. Let p(z) be as in Proposition 14. If k is even, call r 0E0 the real root of
p(1 /2z) (otherwise let r 040). Let r i , ri be the complex roots of p(1 /2z),
where j41, R , s4D(k21) /2F. Define a j , c j , u j such that
a j ec j i4
122r j
r j
k11 Q 8 (1 /2r j )
, Nr jNeu j i4r j , if jD0;
a 04
122r 0
2r 0k11 Q 8 (1 /2r 0 )
if k even ;
where Q(z) 4 (122z)2 (12z)p(z). Then the error term for C 0A (e) is a 0 r 0e
1 !
j41
s
a i cos (c j1eu j )Nr jNe .
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P r o o f . Thanks to Lemma 13 and Proposition 14, the only thing we need to
do is to find the power series development of F(z). We will suppose k even; if not,
just forget about the real root r 0 . Define p R (z) 4z k21 p(1 /z) 4z k211z k22
12z k231R12k22 and let s 1 , R , s k21 be its roots (so ]s i /2(i4]r 0 , r j , rj(j).
We have, by Theorem 7.30 of [7] and Proposition 14, d e4 (Ae1B) 2e1C
1 !
i41
k21
Di s ie . Thus, after rearranging, we get
d e4 (Ae1B) 2e1C1D0 Q (2r 0 )e1!
j41
s
2 Re (Dj Q (2r j )e),(1)
(2) CA0 (e)4
d e2d e21
2e21
4(Ae1B1A)1
D0 (2r 021)
r 0
r 0
e1!
j41
s
Re u2Dj 2r j21
r j
r j
ev
where A42/Q 9 (1 /2) 41/(k11), C422k21 /Q 8 (1) 41, for any j Dj4
21/2r jk Q 8 (1 /2r j ). In order to compute B , recall that d e40 for e40, R , k21.
Thus, Eq. (1) gives:
.
`
`
`
´
20
21
QQQ
2k21
s 1
0
s 1
1
QQQ
s 1
k21
. . .
. . .
Q QQ
. . .
s k21
0
s k21
1
QQQ
s k21
k21
ˆ
`
`
`
˜
.
`
`
`
´
B
D1
QQQ
Dk21
ˆ
`
`
`
˜
42
1
k11
.
`
`
`
´
k11
k1111 Q21
QQQ
k111 (k21) Q2k21
ˆ
`
`
`
˜
.(3)
On the LHS there is a Vandermonde matrix, whose inverse M4 (mij ) is well kno-
wn (see Ex. 1.2.3.40 of [8]): if we denote [z e ] f (z) the coefficient of z e in f (z),
then
m1 j4
[z j21 ] »
i41
k21
(z2s i )
»
i41
k21
(22s i )
4
[z j21 ] p R (z)
p R (2)
4
.
/
´
212 j /(k11)
222k /(k11)
if j41, R , k21,
if j4k .
Eq. (3), hence, gives B42
1
k11
!
j41
k
m1 j(k111 ( j21) 2j21)42
k 215k12
2(k11)2
.
Since Ns iNE2 by Proposition 14, i.e. Nr jNE1, the first part of the theorem follo-
ws. The second part is just Eq. (2) expressed in polar coordinates. r
R e m a r k 16. The theorem implies that a large k gives asymptotically better
results; but a larger k would increase the cost of precomputations, so it is advan-
tageous only if e is large enough. Once we know the relative cost of an addition
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and a multiplications, it is straightforward to derive the optimal value for k. For
example, if both operations cost the same, k should be no larger than two if
eG14, three if eG62, four if eG212, five if eG631, six if eG1737.
R e m a r k 17. For every k , let r(k) be the largest in norm between the r j .
We have
k 2 3 4 5 6
Nr(k)N d 0.707 0.822 0.885 0.921
Na r(k)N 0.444 0.534 0.439 0.396 0.373
It follows that it could be slightly more convenient to choose e odd if k42 (the
error term being 4
9(2
1
2)
e ) and, if k43, to choose e such that cos (c 31eu 3 ) A1.
For kF4 the error is completely negligible, e being too large.
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A b s t r a c t
We present the 2k-ary and the sliding window algorithms for fast exponentiation. We
give a precise formula for the error terms of their complexity and we discuss how to
choose the parameters or the exponent optimally.
* * *
